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Audio Application Setup

The MediaPort 200 is designed to integrate seamlessly into a variety of applications. This section contains tutorials for how to set up the MediaPort 200 in the following applications:

- **Application 1** – MediaPort 200 (standalone)
- **Application 2** – MediaPort 200 + DSP matrix processor with AEC
- **Application 3** – MediaPort 200 + hardware video codec
- **Application 4** – MediaPort 200 + DSP matrix processor with AEC + hardware video codec

In applications 2 and 4, specific inputs or outputs are defined for use with the Extron DMP 128 C models as the external DSP matrix processor (herein referred to as “DSP processor”). DSP Configurator template files with the routing and configurations described are available for use with all DMP 128 C models, and can be downloaded from the Extron website. These pre-configured files facilitate and greatly simplify the integration of the MediaPort 200 with Extron DMP 128 C model products. See section, **Configurations for DMP 128** on page 22 for more information on using the DSP Configurator template files.

Overview

This section contains a general discussion on MediaPort inputs and outputs and their intended uses. All of the principals described in this section are put into practice in the application setup tutorials that follow.

Line Inputs

The following MediaPort 200 line inputs are typically used for program audio:

- **USB Playback** — The MediaPort is the computer USB audio playback device.
- **HDMI** — Accepts 2-channel PCM signals from this digital connection.
- **Line Input (Analog)** — Accepts balanced or unbalanced line level signals.

**USB Playback Input**

The local PC may be used as a program source via the USB connection. This is independent of the far end USB Communication audio sent from the computer to the MediaPort 200.
HDMI Input

The HDMI input may be fed from a camera, a computer, or from a switcher or other HDMI source. The loop out may be connected to a local display, or to a hardware codec in applications that utilize a hardware codec (such as Applications #3 and #4). The HDMI source may be a video conference or document camera without audio, or may be another program source such as a PC or switcher output that includes embedded audio. If the HDMI input is used with a camera that includes microphone audio, the HDMI audio input should be muted.

The HDMI input may alternatively be connected to a matrix switcher. In this case, the loop out may be used to connect to a hardware codec. For additional flexibility, an output from the matrix switcher may be connected to the hardware codec. Connecting an output from the matrix switcher to the hardware codec allows for different content to be sent to software codec and the hardware codec, as needed.

Line Input (Analog)

Connect an analog program source to the line input. This could be the output of a switcher, or an auxiliary program source such as a CD/DVD player, mobile device, media player, etc. These line inputs are mixed to the USB output and sent to the far end, and are also sent to the analog line output. The analog line output path also mixes in the USB Communications audio (from the far end), while USB audio output path does not. See section, MediaPort 200 Signal Flow on page 13 for more information.

USB Communications Input

USB “Communications,” or far end audio, is mixed with the line inputs to the analog line output for local sound reinforcement. It is also summed and sent by itself to the AEC Ref Out. When the MediaPort 200 is used with a DSP processor, USB far end audio should be muted to the line output, and received at the DSP processor from the MediaPort Ref Out instead.

Mic Input

The mic input may be connected to a dynamic or condenser microphone that will serve as the conferencing mic. Alternatively, a mic mixer—generally, a DSP processor with AEC—may be connected to the mic input. The mic input is sent to the USB output to the computer to be sent to the far end of a soft codec conference, but not to the line outputs. The mic input is also sent to the Aux Output and can be connected to a hardware codec for the application of soft codec + hardware codec conferencing (Application #3), or to a sound reinforcement “voicelift” system if needed.
Line Output

The line output is used to connect to a local sound reinforcement system. All line input program sources, plus the USB Communications audio from the far end, are mixed to the line output. In an application that uses a DSP processor in conjunction with the MediaPort 200, the analog line output will be connected to the DSP processor as an AEC reference for the program material, and then sent to local sound reinforcement from the DSP processor. In this case, USB communications audio (far end) will be muted to the line output and sent to the DSP processor via the AEC reference output (see section, Using the Mix Tab on page 10 for more information).

USB Communications audio from the far end is always routed to the AEC Out. This is intended for use with a DSP processor, so that far end USB Communications audio can be used as an AEC reference in the DSP, and then sent to the local sound reinforcement system from the DSP processor. When USB Communications audio is muted to the line output, the line output will send only program audio to the DSP processor. This allows program audio to be managed separately from USB Communications audio. Program audio may also be used as an AEC reference, and either mixed to the same sound system as USB Communications audio or sent to a separate sound system.

Ref/Aux Out

The AEC “Ref” output is used in conjunction with a DSP processor using multiple microphones with distributed AEC (i.e., an AEC processor on every microphone channel). Only USB far end audio is routed directly to the AEC reference output. Alternatively, the AEC output can be used to send USB Communications audio to a separate sound system from program audio mixed to the line output. In this case, USB Communications audio would be muted to the line output.

The Aux Out contains only the mic input signal from the MediaPort 200. This facilitates connecting both the MediaPort 200 and a hardware codec when the same mic applied to the MediaPort 200 is to be simultaneously used as the mic source for the hardware codec.
Application Setup Examples

Application 1 – Standalone MediaPort 200

This is an application for soft codec conferencing, where the MediaPort 200 operates as a standalone device.

1. Connect an HDMI source to the MediaPort input. For this example, an HDMI video camera is used.
2. Connect a program source to the MediaPort Line Input (as needed).
3. Connect a microphone to the MediaPort Mic Input.
4. Connect the MediaPort Line Output to a sound reinforcement system.
5. Connect a USB cable to the MediaPort rear panel USB connector and your PC or Mac computer. Make sure that the drivers are configured.
6. Set the MediaPort 200 to enumerate as a Speakerphone device.

Figure 1. Application 1 — Standalone MediaPort 200 for Soft Codec Conferencing
Application 2 – MediaPort 200 with DSP Processor with AEC

This is an application for soft codec conferencing, where the MediaPort 200 operates in conjunction with a DSP processing device with AEC (acoustic echo cancellation). The MediaPort AEC Ref output sends far end USB communications audio to the DSP processor as an AEC reference. The line output from the MediaPort 200 sends program audio to the DSP processor, where it’s routed for AEC reference and for sound reinforcement. The send to the sound reinforcement system, which includes program and far end audio, comes from the DSP processor output.

![Diagram showing the setup of a MediaPort 200 with a DMP 128 DSP Processor for Soft Codec.]

Figure 2. Application 2 — MediaPort 200 with a DMP 128 DSP Processor for Soft Codec

For this application the MediaPort must be configured for use with an external AEC processing device. In Extron PCS, navigate to the General Settings page, and under Audio Mode, select External DSP with AEC.

Connect to the MediaPort 200

1. Connect an HDMI source to the MediaPort input. For this example, an HDMI video camera is used.
2. Connect a program source to the MediaPort Line Input (as needed).
3. Connect a USB cable to the MediaPort rear panel USB connector and your PC or Mac computer. Make sure that the drivers are configured properly.
4. Set the MediaPort 200 to enumerate as a Speakerphone device with AEC.
Connect MediaPort 200 to the DSP matrix processor

1. Connect the line output of the MediaPort 200 to line inputs on the DSP processor [DMP 128 Input 9 (“MP Program L”) and Input 10 (“MP Program R”)].
   The MediaPort line output sends the program mix signal to the DSP processor. In this application, select the “AEC Ref Only” radio button for USB Communications audio, located on the Mix tab in PCS. This signal is used in the DSP processor as an AEC reference on each microphone input, and also routed to the sound reinforcement system from the DSP processor.

2. Connect the AEC Ref output of the MediaPort 200 to a line input on the DSP processor [DMP 128 Input 11 (“MP Far End”)].
   The AEC Ref output sends the USB Communications signal (far end audio) from the MediaPort to the DSP processor. This signal is used in the DSP processor as an AEC reference on each microphone input, and also routed to the sound reinforcement system from the DSP processor.

3. Connect a line output on the DSP processor to the mic input of the MediaPort 200 [DMP 128 Output 3 (“To MP Mic In”)].
   This line output sends a mix of the microphones connected to the DSP processor.

Connect from the DSP processor

1. Connect line outputs on the DSP processor to the local sound reinforcement system [DMP 128 Output 1 (“SP Spkr L”) and Output 2 (“SP Spkr R”)].
   This line output will contain a mix of the local program material routed from the MediaPort Line Out plus the USB Communications audio that had been routed to the DSP processor from the MediaPort AEC Ref Out.

Connect to the DSP processor

1. Connect up to eight microphones to DMP 128 Inputs 1 – 8. Once the microphone types are selected, Extron Building Blocks can be used to configure the mic channels for gain and processor settings (see the DMP 128 User Guide or DSP Configurator Help File for information about Building Blocks).
Application 3 – MediaPort 200 with Hardware and Software Codecs

This is an application for soft codec conferencing in a room that also has a hardware video codec. Either may be used independently at any time. This application uses the single microphone input on the MediaPort 200 for both conferencing devices.

Connect to and from the MediaPort 200

1. Connect an HDMI source to the MediaPort input. For this example, an HDMI video camera is used.
2. Connect the HDMI loop out on MediaPort to the camera or content input on the hardware video codec. If a matrix switcher is being used an output of the switcher, it may alternatively be connected to the hardware video codec.
3. Connect the MediaPort Line Output to a sound reinforcement system.
4. Connect a microphone to the Mic Input.
5. Connect a USB cable to the rear USB connector and your PC or Mac computer. Make sure that the drivers are configured properly.
6. Set the MediaPort 200 to enumerate as a Speakerphone device.
Connect MediaPort to/from the hardware video codec

1. Connect the Aux Out of the MediaPort to the input of the video codec. This may be the microphone input of the video codec, although preferably it should be able to receive a line level signal. Check the user guide of the video codec to find the appropriate input and settings.

   The MediaPort Aux Out sends the microphone signal to the video codec. Doing so allows the same microphone to be used with the MediaPort only, the video codec only, or both simultaneously.

2. Connect the line output of the video codec to the MediaPort line input. This will route the hardware codec audio to the sound reinforcement system in the room, and also to the far end of the soft codec conference in the case where hardware and software conferences are bridged.

Application 4 – MediaPort 200 with Hardware and Software Codecs and DSP Processor

This is an application for soft codec conferencing in a room that also has a hardware video codec, in addition to a DSP processor that adds multiple microphones with distributed AEC. Either software or hardware conferencing may be used independently at any time, or both may be used simultaneously bridging both hardware and software codecs into the same conference.

Figure 4. Application 4 — MediaPort 200 with Hardware and Software Codecs and a DSP Processor

For this application, the MediaPort must be configured for use with an external AEC processing device. In Extron PCS, navigate to the General Settings page, and under Audio Mode, select External DSP with AEC.
Connect to the MediaPort 200

1. Connect an HDMI source to the MediaPort input. For this example, an HDMI video camera is used.
2. Connect the HDMI loop out on MediaPort to the camera input or content input on the hardware video codec.
3. Connect a program source to the MediaPort Line Input (as needed).
4. Connect a USB cable to the MediaPort rear panel USB connector and your PC or Mac computer. Make sure that the drivers are configured properly.
5. Set the MediaPort 200 to enumerate as a Speakerphone device with AEC.

Connect MediaPort to the DSP matrix processor

1. Connect the line output of the MediaPort 200 to line inputs on the DSP processor [DMP 128 Input 9 (“MP Program L”) and Input 10 (“MP Program R”)].
2. Connect the AEC Ref output of the MediaPort 200 to a line input on the DSP processor [DMP 128 Input 11 (“MP Far End”)].
   The AEC Ref output sends the USB Communications signal (far end audio) from the MediaPort to the DSP processor. This signal is used in the DSP processor as an AEC reference on each microphone input, and also routed to the sound reinforcement system from the DSP processor.
3. Connect a line output on the DSP processor to the mic input of the MediaPort 200 [DMP 128 Output 3 (“To MP Mic In”)].
   This line output sends a mix of the microphones connected to the DSP processor to the MediaPort.

Connect the video codec to the DSP processor:

1. Connect a line output on the DSP processor (DMP 128 output 4) to the input of the video codec. This may be the microphone input of the video codec, although preferably it should be able to receive a line level signal. Check the user guide of the video codec to find the appropriate input and settings. This line output also sends a mix of the microphones connected to the DSP processor to the video codec.
2. Connect the mono line output of the video codec to line inputs on the DSP processor [DMP 128 Input 12 (“Video Codec”)].

Connect from the DSP processor:

1. Connect line outputs on the DSP processor to the local sound reinforcement system. (DMP 128 outputs 1 & 2.)
   This line output will contain a mix of the local program material routed from the MediaPort Line Out plus the USB Communications audio that had been routed to the DSP processor from the MediaPort AEC Ref out.

Connect to the DSP processor:

1. Connect up to eight microphones to DMP 128 Inputs 1 – 8. Once the microphone types are selected, Extron Building Blocks can be used to configure the mic channels for gain and processor settings (see the DMP 128 User Guide or DSP Configurator Help File for information about Building Blocks).
Using the Mix Tab

Navigate to the Mix tab in PCS. Once the MediaPort 200 inputs are set up for optimal levels, and the outputs are set according to the signal level needed at the receiving devices (such as amplifiers, DSP processor, and video codecs), MediaPort 200 mix and listening levels may be controlled from the Mix tab.

![PCS Mix Tab](image)

**Figure 5.** PCS Mix Tab

**Set Room Volume**

Set the Room Volume master (2) in the Near End section of the Mix tab to −20dB. This is a safe level to start playback. One by one, play your program sources. Switch between them and set the individual levels of the line input sources with the faders in the Program Mix section 1 so that each program source plays back at about the same level. Next, adjust the Room Volume master fader to a comfortable listening level for the room. A final setting of −10 for the Program master leaves a bit of “headroom” if room volume needs to be increased (this will depend very much on the size of the amplifier in the room and its input sensitivity setting).

The USB Communications fader has an additional setting, AEC Ref Only, which will mute the USB communications or “far end” audio to the line output, while continuing to route this audio to the AEC Ref output. When using a DSP processor for microphones and AEC, the AEC Ref Only option should be selected. Doing so isolates the USB far end audio from the program audio, so that they can be handled independently in the DSP processor.

**Set Mix to Far End**

Adjustments to the Mix to Far End section of the Mix tab are made during a soft codec conference. The Mic and Program faders create the mix of program and mic audio that is sent to the far end over the USB output. They can be used if the conference participants at the far end comment that one is louder than the other, for instance. Adjust the Mic master (3) and Program master (4) in the Mix to Far End section to achieve a proper blend of mic and program material, providing clear, undistorted audio. Set this mix level while the talkers at the near end and far end are speaking at a normal levels for conferencing, and when program material is being played at the far end.
Mix Tab Details

This section provides a more detailed description of the **Mix** tab controls and the signal flow being affected. The **Mix** tab is divided into four sections:

- Program Mix
- From Far End
- Near End
- Mix to Far End

Program Mix

The line inputs that typically carry program material are the USB Playback, HDMI, and analog Line Input. There is a gain point in the **Input** tab for setting input gain for each input. There are additional gain points that are post-input gain, which are used for setting **Program Mix**. The program mix set in this section of the **Mix** tab is sent to the Line Output, and also to the USB Out. By setting the program mix levels at the post-input gain point, the same mix will be sent to both outputs.

The mix of line input sources made in the **Program Mix** section is also sent to the Far End, with the exception that the Level to Far End Program mix does not include far end communications audio from the computer. The **Room Volume** master and the **Mix to Far End** master faders are independent of each other. Adjusting the **Room Volume** will not affect the level sent to the Far End, but adjusting the individual program faders will affect the mix going to both the room and the far end.

From Far End

The USB Communications input receives the far end audio signal from the soft codec conference. This audio is then sent to the MediaPort analog line output, so that it can be heard in the near end room through the sound reinforcement system. The USB Communications audio is mixed with the program audio and sent to the line output, by default.

Within this section there is a “Send to:” sub-section that contains the following two radio buttons that determine the routing of the USB Communications audio.

- **Line Out + AEC Ref**
- **AEC Ref Only**

**Line Out + AEC Ref out**

This is the default setting, intended for applications #1 and #3, where the MediaPort is in “standalone” mode without an additional DSP processor. When this is selected, USB Communications audio is routed to the line output, and controlled by the Room Volume master control in the Near End section.

**AEC Ref Only out**

This setting is intended for applications #2 and #4, where a DSP processor is in use. When selected, USB Communications audio is muted to the line output, and sent to the AEC Ref out only. This setting allows USB Communications audio and program audio to be routed separately to the DSP processor, with USB Communications audio sent only to the AEC Out and program audio sent only to the line out.
**Near End**

This section of the **Mix** tab contains the **Room Volume** master control for audio sent to the line output. It is a master fader for the Program Mix audio and the USB Communications audio in the near end room.

When the USB Communications is sent to AEC Ref Out only, the application is using a DSP processor in conjunction with the MediaPort 200. In this case, volume control will be performed in the DSP processor. It is recommended that in such an application, the **Room Volume** fader is set to 0 dB, or unity gain, which essentially leaves both the Program Mix and USB Communications levels unaffected by the **Room Volume** fader.

**Mix to Far End**

This section of the **Mix** tab contains controls for mic level and program level, which create the mix that goes to the far end. These levels must be set during a soft conference call, utilizing verbal feedback from an individual (or individuals) located at the far end. The signal level of this audio mix can be viewed from the **Output** tab, using the meters on the USB Output path.

Program audio can be set at the same level as mic audio, or slightly lower. In the case that program audio is played at the same time someone is talking, ducking can be used to lower the program audio level while talking (speech) occurs, and return the program audio to its original level when talking stops.
MediaPort 200 Signal Flow

This section provides a more advanced understanding of the MediaPort signal flow. As stated, MediaPort is designed to fit seamlessly into a number of common conferencing applications, with little or no additional configuration other than setting proper gain structure and adjusting run-time mix level controls.

Matrix Routing

Figure 6 is a basic signal flow block diagram showing the MediaPort default configuration and available processing. The Matrix Routing Table is a truth table that illustrates MediaPort 200 routing. Viewing the mix matrix routing from the perspective of the outputs:

- **USB Out**
  - Set to **Dual Mono** mode (default), left and right signals are summed. The following line inputs are routed to the USB Out L/R:
    - USB Playback
    - HDMI In
    - Line In
  - Mic/Line In is routed to USB Out L/R

  **NOTE:** USB Communications audio is never routed to USB Out.

- **Line Out**
  - Set to **Stereo Mode** (default). Line input left is routed to Line Out L; Line input right is routed to Line Out R. The following line inputs are routed to Line Out L/R:
    - USB Playback
    - HDMI In
    - Line In
  - USB Communications – there is an option to mute this signal to the line output
  - Includes both line input signals and USB communications signal

  **NOTE:** Mic/Line input is not routed to Line Out

- **AEC Ref Out** — only the USB Communications signal, summed to mono, is routed to the Ref Out
- **Aux Out** — only the Mic/Line Input signal is routed to the Aux Out
### Matrix Routing Table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>USB Out</th>
<th>Line Out</th>
<th>Ref Out</th>
<th>Aux Out</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>USB Playback</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDMI</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line In</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USB Communications</td>
<td>Y/N*</td>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mic/Line In</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Y = Routing with USB Communications set to “Line Out + Ref Out”
N = Routing with USB Communications set to “Ref Out Only”

**Figure 6.** Basic Signal Flow Diagram (Example)
Mixing and Control

As stated in the Audio Application Setup section on page 1, once the input gain controls are set for optimal signal levels, mixing and further run-time level control can be performed from the Mix Tab.

Program and Far End Mix

In Figure 7, gain control locations are shown for the following mix controls:

Program Mix
- USB Playback
- HDMI
- Line In

From Far End
- USB Communications

Figure 7. Gain Control Locations

The signals associated with these four controls comprise the mix that is sent to the MediaPort Line Out. The Program Mix audio, minus the From Far End audio (USB Communications), comprise the mix that is sent to the USB Out.
In Figure 8, the green circled area illustrates the absence of USB Communications audio being sent to the USB Out, while the red circled area illustrates USB Communications audio routed to the Line Out. (USB Communications audio is also routed to the AEC Ref Out, which will be discussed later.)

Figure 8. USB Communication (Example)
Master Volume Controls

A master volume is a control that adjusts multiple sub-controls, and is used to set a listening level that is appropriate for the end-user. In the illustration below, master volume controls are color-coded to associate the master control with the sub-controls that are affected. In this case, all of the sub-controls are points in the mix matrix, or “mix-points.” Master Volume controls shown are as follows:

**Near End**
- Room Volume (red)

**Mix to Far End**
- Mic (purple)
- Program (green)

![Diagram of Master Volume Controls]

**Figure 9.** Volume Controls
Room Volume (Near End)

The master volume control is shown in red and the mix-points it controls are also shown in red. This control is used to set the master volume or “listening level” in the local, or “near” room.

When the MediaPort is used with an external DSP processor, the Line Out is no longer connected to a sound reinforcement system, but is instead connected to the DSP processor. In this case, volume control is handled in the DSP processor. Since the Room Volume control in the MediaPort would no longer be used for room volume, the Room Volume control should be set to the 0 dB setting, or unity gain, to achieve the best signal to noise ratio between the MediaPort and the DSP processor.

Also in this case, the “Send to” setting in the USB Communications section should be set to alter the signals being routed to the line output. The illustrations below show those settings and the routing that corresponds to those settings.

Figure 5 shows the USB Communications control from the PCS software Mix page, and the two “Send to” selections:

- AEC Ref + Line Out (default)
- AEC Ref Only

**Figure 10.** A and B, on page 19 show the routing scheme for each selection. When AEC Ref + Line Out is selected, the USB Communications signal is routed to the Line Out (and the Ref Out, which is unused in this scenario). This setting is used when the Line Out is connected to a sound system, and not to a DSP processor.

When AEC Ref Only is selected, USB Communications is not routed to the Line Out, and is sent only to the Ref Out. This setting is used when the Line Out is connected to a DSP processor, and not to a sound system. This is so that program audio and USB communications audio can be managed separately in the DSP processor. (Alternatively, this setting can also be used to send program and USB Communications audio to separate sound systems.)
Figure 10. AEC Ref + Line Out and AEC Ref Only Routing (Example)
Mix to Far End

The following controls facilitate a mix of mic and program audio that is sent to the far end via USB to the computer. See Figure 11, below.

- **Mic Volume** — The master volume control is shown in purple and the mix-points it controls are also shown in purple. The mono mic signal is routed to both the left and right paths of the USB Out.

- **Program Volume** — The master volume control is shown in green and the mix-points it controls are also shown in green.

![Figure 11. Mix Controls](image)

Typically, mic volume will be set louder than program. It is recommended that the Mic Volume control be set to 0 dB, or unity gain, which is the optimal level sent to the USB Out and received by the computer. Program Volume is then set relative to the mic volume, providing a good listening level such that the far end does not need to make an adjustment to their volume control to compensate for discrepancies between mic and program volume levels.

**NOTE:** The ducker can be used so that when the microphone (a talker) and program material are active simultaneously, speech takes precedence over program so that speech can remain intelligible.
**AEC Ref and Aux Outs**

These two outputs provide special routing capabilities that make it easy to use the MediaPort 200 with an external DSP matrix processor and/or a hardware video conferencing device (video codec). The AEC Ref Out carries the only far end USB Communications audio, while the Aux Out carries only the audio signal from the MediaPort Mic/Line In.

The illustration below highlights the routing to these two outputs. There are no master controls for these signal paths. Level is set on the input gain controls and the output attenuation controls.

Set the input gain for optimal signal levels. Settings for AEC Ref and Aux Out attenuation controls may remain at 0 dB for unity gain in most cases. Adjust the output controls if the device connected to these outputs requires a lower signal level, though it is recommended to adjust the input level of the connected device in this case.

![AEC Ref and Aux Out Routing](image)

*Figure 12. AEC Ref and Aux Out Routing (Example)*
Configurations for DMP 128

Applications #2 and #4, described in the Audio Application Setup section on page 1 of the user guide, utilize a DSP matrix processor with AEC to add additional microphones to a conferencing system. Detailed instructions for using an Extron DMP 128 C model DSP processor with the MediaPort 200 are provided in this section. A DSP Configurator template file with pre-configured routing and control points is available on the Extron website, making it extremely easy to configure and use a DMP 128 C (herein referred to as DMP 128). Troubleshooting will also be simplified, should it be necessary to contact Extron.

Routing for Application #2

**Mic Inputs 1 – 8**

- Microphone inputs are routed to the Virtual Send A, using the “Include Automixing” routing option.
- From Virtual Return A, the Mic Mix is routed to Output 3. DMP 128 Output 3 is connected to the MediaPort 200 Mic/Line Input.
- In the DMP 128 AEC processing dialog, “AEC Ref (Virtual Return #H)” is assigned as the AEC reference for mic inputs 1 – 8.

**Program L/R Inputs 9 and 10**

Program content comes from the MediaPort 200 Line Output L/R, which is a mix of the USB Playback, HDMI, and Line Input signals.

- MediaPort 200 Line Output L/R is connected to the DMP 128 Inputs 9 and 10 “MP Program L/R.”
- DMP 128 Inputs 9 and 10 are routed to Outputs 1 and 2, and then connected to a stereo sound reinforcement system in the room.
- DMP 128 Inputs 9 and 10 are routed to Virtual Send H for the AEC reference.
USB Communications Input 11

“Far end” audio from a soft codec conference is received at the MediaPort’s USB Communications input and is sent to the MediaPort 200 Ref Out.

- MediaPort Ref Out is connected to DMP 128 Input 11 “MP Far End.”
- DMP 128 Input 11 is routed to Outputs 1 and 2, and then connected to the sound reinforcement system in the room.
- DMP 128 Input 11 is also routed to Virtual Send H for the AEC reference.

Figure 13. Application #2 Screenshot
Routing for Application #4

**Mic Inputs 1 – 8**
- Microphone inputs are routed to the Virtual Send A, using the “Include Automixing” routing option.
- From Virtual Return A, the Mic Mix is routed to Output 3. DMP 128 Output 3 is connected to the MediaPort 200 Mic/Line Input.
- In the DMP 128 AEC processing dialog, “AEC Ref (Virtual Return #H)” is assigned as the AEC reference for mic inputs 1 – 8.
- Virtual Return A is also routed to Output 4, connected to the video codec.

**Program L/R Inputs 9 and 10**
Program content comes from the MediaPort 200 Line Output L/R, which is a mix of the USB Playback, HDMI, and Line Input signals.
- MediaPort 200 Line Output L/R is connected to the DMP 128 Inputs 9 and 10 “MP Program L/R.”
- DMP 128 Inputs 9 and 10 are routed to Output 4, summed to mono. Output 4 is connected to the video codec.
  The mix-points that connect Inputs 9 and 10 to Output 4 are set to -12dB. This is to compensate for summing, which can add up to 6dB of gain, and also to set a mix level for program audio to the video codec far end. This gain setting can be adjusted further during a test call to the video codec.
- DMP 128 Inputs 9 and 10 are routed to Virtual Sends B and C.
- From Virtual Returns B and C, program audio is routed to Outputs 1 and 2, and then connected to a stereo sound reinforcement system in the room. Virtual Returns B and C are also routed to Virtual Send H for the AEC reference.

**USB Communications Input 11**
“Far end” audio from a soft codec conference is received at the MediaPort’s USB Communications input and is sent to the MediaPort 200 Ref Out.
- MediaPort Ref Out is connected to DMP 128 Input 11 “MP Far End.”
- DMP 128 Input 11 is routed to Output 4. Output 4 is connected to the video codec.
- DMP 128 Input 11 is routed to Virtual Send D.
- From Virtual Return D, USB Communications is routed to Outputs 1 and 2, and then connected to the sound reinforcement system in the room. Virtual Return D is also routed to Virtual Send H for the AEC reference.
**Video Codec Input 12**

“Far end” audio from a hardware video codec conference line output is connected to DMP 128.

- Video codec line out is connected to DMP 128 Input 12 “Video Codec.”
- DMP 128 Input 12 is routed Output 3. Output 3 is connected to the MediaPort 200 Mic/Line Input.
- DMP 128 Input 12 is routed to Virtual Send E.
- From Virtual Return E, the video codec is routed to Outputs 1 and 2, which is connected to the sound reinforcement system in the room. Virtual Return E is also routed to Virtual Send H for the AEC reference.

![Application #4 Screenshot](image-url)

Figure 14. Application #4 Screenshot
Control – Application #2

Control points are pre-configured in DSP Configurator. These controls can be adjusted from the DSP Configurator application, and designed into a control system for end-user control. Control points are created from group master controls, which provide a single point of control, with the ability to adjust soft limits.

Program — Master Volume

A master control for the program mix is located at the input pre-mixer gain point, labeled “MP Program L/R.” This control will adjust the volume level for program content in the room. Because the master control is located before the routing to the AEC reference, it will also affect the level going to the AEC reference so that the reference level will track with the room listening (volume) level for program content.

Program — Master Mute

A master volume control for the program mix is located at the Input 9 and 10 pre-mixer gain points, for input channels “MP Program L/R.” This control will mute the program content to both the local room and the far end.

Far End — Master Volume

A master control for the far end audio from MediaPort is located at the input pre-mixer gain point, labeled “MP Far End.” This control will adjust the volume level for far end audio reinforced in the local room. Because the master control is located before the routing to the AEC reference, it will also affect the level going to the AEC reference so that the reference level will track with the room listening (volume) level for far end audio.

Far End — Master Mute

A master mute control for the “MP Far End” feed is located at the Input 11 pre-mixer gain points. This control will mute the MediaPort USB Communications “far end” signal to the local room.

Privacy Mute — Master Mute

A master mute control for the microphone mix is located at the Virtual Return A pre-mixer gain point, labeled “Privacy Mute.” This control mutes the mic mix routed to Output #3, connected to the MediaPort 200 Mic/Line Input, and ultimately to the far end of a soft codec conference. This control can be used for privacy during a conference call, to mute the near end mics going to the far end while still being able to hear the far end.
**Group Masters**

The following is a list of groups for Application #2. Groups are created and ordered in this fashion so that mute groups will align vertically with the corresponding gain group that controls volume.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group Name</th>
<th>Group Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Program (fader)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Volume control for program audio to local room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program (mute)</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Mute control for program audio to local room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Far End (fader)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Volume control for far end audio (from MediaPort) to local room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Far End (mute)</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>Mute control for far end audio (from MediaPort) to local room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Privacy Mute</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Mutes local mics for private discussion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Application #2 Group Controls](image)

*Figure 15. Application #2 Group Controls*
Control – Application #4

Control points are pre-configured in DSP Configurator. These controls can be adjusted from the DSP Configurator application, and designed into a control system for end-user control. Control points are created from group master controls, which provide a single point of control, with the ability to adjust soft limits.

Program – Master Volume

A master volume control for the program mix is located at the Virtual Return B and C pre-mixer gain points, for channels “MP Program L/R.” This control will adjust the volume level for program content in the local room, while not affecting the level to the far end. Because the master control is located before the routing to the AEC reference, it will also affect the level going to the AEC reference so that the reference level will track with the room listening (volume) level for program content.

Program – Master Mute

A master mute control for the program mix is located at the Input 9 and 10 pre-mixer gain points, for input channels “MP Program L/R.” This control will mute the program content to both the local room and the far end.

Far End – Master Volume

A master control for the far end audio from MediaPort is located at the input pre-mixer gain point, labeled “MP Far End.” This control will adjust the volume level for far end audio reinforced in the local room. Because the master control is located before the routing to the AEC reference, it will also affect the level going to the AEC reference so that the reference level will track with the room listening (volume) level for far end audio.

Far End – Master Mute

A master mute control for the USB Communications feed (labeled “MP Far End”) is located at the Input 11 pre-mixer gain point. This control will mute the far end signal to both the local room and the video codec.

Video Codec – Master Volume

A master control for the far end audio from the hardware video codec is located at the Virtual Return B pre-mixer gain point, labeled “Video Codec.” This control will adjust the volume level for far end audio in the room. Because the master control is located before the routing to the AEC reference from Virtual Send H, it will also affect the level going to the AEC reference so that the reference level will track with the room listening (volume) level for far end audio from the hardware video codec (only).

Video Codec – Master Mute

A master mute control for the Video Codec feed is located at the Input 12 pre-mixer gain point. This control will mute the Video Codec signal to both the local room and the MediaPort 200.
Privacy Mute — Master Mute

A master mute control for the microphone mix is located at the Virtual Return A pre-mixer gain point, labeled “Privacy Mute.” This control mutes the mic mix routed to Output #3, connected to the MediaPort 200 Mic/Line Input, and ultimately to the far end of a soft codec conference. This control can be used for privacy during a conference call, to mute the near end mics going to the far end while still being able to hear the far end.

Group Masters

The following is a list of groups for Application #4. Mute groups align vertically with the corresponding gain group that controls volume.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group Name</th>
<th>Group Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Program (fader)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Volume control for program audio to local room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program (mute)</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Mute control for program audio to local room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Far End (fader)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Volume control for far end audio (from MediaPort) to local room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Far End (mute)</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>Mute control for far end audio (from MediaPort) to local room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video Codec (fader)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Volume control for video codec audio to local room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video Codec (mute)</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Mute control for far end audio to local room and MediaPort</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Privacy Mute</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Mutes local mics for private discussion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 16. Application #4 Group Controls
Gain and DSP Processing

The templates provide the necessary routing as it applies to Applications #2 and #4 described in the Audio Application Setup section on page 1 of this user guide, as well as control hooks for use with a control system. Certain processing blocks have also been pre-configured within the DSP Configurator templates. Adjustments may be needed for specific source devices and microphones, while gain settings will need to be made to achieve optimal gain structure. Extron Building Blocks can be used to configure any of the following signal chains for gain and processor settings (see the DMP 128 User Guide or DSP Configurator Help File for information about Building Blocks).

Input Signal Chain (Microphones)

Microphone input channels contain basic filter and compressor processors for microphone signals. Eight microphone channels are configured. Unused channels can be reset to defaults, or hidden.

Gain

The default input gain setting is 0 dB, muted, with phantom power off. Gain and phantom power must be set for each individual microphone, according to mic sensitivity, mic type, proximity to the talker, talker characteristics, etc. Extron Building Blocks will make these settings for an extensive list of microphones. See the DSP Configurator Help File for more information on inserting Building Blocks.

Wireless microphones typically have a line level output. A setting of 0 dB may work for a balanced, pro line level output of +4 dBu, while an input gain setting of +11.8 dB will bring an unbalanced, consumer level output of −10 dBV up to pro (+4 dBu) line level. Some additional adjustment may be necessary, depending on the talker and other settings on the mic receiver.

Filters

A high-pass filter is present to attenuate rumble and pops. A bass and treble filter is also inserted, but with no gain settings.

Dynamics Processing

A compressor is present with a gentle ratio and high threshold that will engage the compressor at higher gain levels. This will have the effect of normalizing the microphone levels for louder talkers.

AEC and Automixer

AEC and Automixer are processors that are essential to conferencing. These processors are not part of the Building Block set of input processors, and will remain unaffected if Building Blocks are used.

The AEC is set to a reference channel that is part of the template configuration, and should not be changed. If input gain and reference levels are set properly, often no further adjustments to the AEC settings will need to be made.

An Automixer has been inserted into the mic input signal path, controlling the number of microphones that can be open at any time during a conference. The use of an automixer will greatly contribute to intelligibility. The default settings are used. Therefore, it should be verified that microphones are turning on at the proper time while the system is in use or being tested. If microphones are not gating on and off properly, adjustments to the threshold and other parameters may need to be made. For more information, see the DMP 128 User Guide.
Input Signal Chain (Line Level Devices)

The default input gain setting is 0 dB. For devices with a line level output, a setting of 0 dB may work for a balanced, pro line level output of +4 dBu, while an input gain setting of +11.8 dB will bring an unbalanced, consumer level output of −10 dBV up to pro (+4 dBu) line level. Some additional adjustment may be necessary, depending on other settings on the device.

Output Signal Chain

Gain

All output gain controls are set to 0 dB, or “unity gain.” For outputs 1 and 2, connected to a sound system, input sensitivity should be set on the receiving amplifier such that clipping on the amp does not occur. Many amplifiers have an input sensitivity of +4 dBu; therefore, a setting of −17 dBu works well. Often, the 12:00 position on the amplifier input knob is close to this setting, and will work well while providing an easily repeatable position for input sensitivity.

For output 3, no adjustment should be necessary for the input to the MediaPort Mic/Line In. The unity gain setting should work well for output 4, though an input gain setting may be necessary on the hardware video codec.

Limiter

A limiter is placed on the output signal chain to prevent clipping and protect connected devices. The threshold for the limiter is set to −3 dBFS. If the output signal stays at the −3 dBFS point for extended periods of time, you might hear the limiting of the dynamic range of the signal. In this case, you may want to lower the output gain control by 5 dB.
Gain Structure

Proper gain structure is essential to achieving optimal performance from the MediaPort 200 and related equipment. Refer to the Extron white paper, *Audio Gain Structure for Pro AV Systems*, for detailed information.

**NOTE:** To view the white paper, an Extron Insider account is required.

**MediaPort 200**

Extron Product Configuration Software (PCS) provides a tabbed interface for setting audio gain and mixing audio levels within the MediaPort 200.

**Input tab**

Setting proper input gain is fundamental to any audio device, and therefore, the **Input** tab is placed first in the **Audio Config** section of PCS. The MediaPort 200 uses digital peak meters, referenced to 0 dBFS, or “full scale.” The strongest level that can be achieved without clipping is the optimal signal level, in other words, approaching 0 dBFS yet with sufficient headroom to never reach 0 dBFS, which is clipping. Clipping a digital audio device produces immediately audible and undesirable distortion.

In order to achieve this optimal level without clipping, a strong yet safe target signal level must be established. To derive a dBu equivalent on the MediaPort peak meter referenced to 0 dBFS, the MediaPort max input level of +21 dBu must be considered. Subtracting 17 dB from +21 dBu gives us +4 dBu. Therefore, −17 dBFS on the MediaPort input meters is the approximate equivalent to +4 dBu.

With −17 dBFS as a target, the average audio signal will be −17 dBFS while varying approximately ±10 dB above or below that level. That would put the strongest, or “hottest” signal at about −6 to −8 dBFS. This is a safe level for program or microphone signals.

**Mix tab**

When input gain is properly set, all listening levels can be set and run-time operation can then be performed from the mix tab. Line Inputs and USB Communications levels have a range of −100 to +12 dB, but it is recommended to avoid going above 0 dB as this may cause clipping. There may be cases where the extra gain is needed. The Mix tab contains a Room Volume control, which may be the only control that needs adjustment once other controls are properly set. See section, **Using the Mix Tab** on page 10 in the user guide.
Output tab

On the Output tab, levels are set relative to the destination device. In most cases, the default setting of 0 dB is proper (no adjustment), which is why the Output tab is the last audio control tab in the Audio Config section.

Adjusting the Output Levels

Since the USB output and the line output contains mixes of different audio signals, it is important here to test the system and monitor these outputs to ensure that the signal level approaches 0 dBFS, yet with enough headroom to avoid clipping. If the meters show clipping, the fader control on the output can be lowered to bring the signal down below 0 dBFS. If the clipping is occurring at the input, however, lowering the output fader control will not eliminate the clipping. The input gain control must be lowered in this case.

If the output meter shows clipping and there is no clipping occurring at the input, then lowering the output fader control will eliminate the clipping in most cases. Within the MediaPort digital signal path, there is a certain amount of headroom, such that a signal or mix of signals that is too hot at the output can be lowered at the output fader control to eliminate clipping.

If lowering the output fader control prevents clipping at the output meter, but clipping is still audible (and there is no clipping present at the input meters), then levels must be lowered in the Mix tab to eliminate clipping. The Room Volume in the Near End section (and the Mic and Program controls in the Mix to Far End section) are all master controls that include soft limit controls. Setting the soft limit so that the fader cannot go above a level that causes clipping is a method of controlling clipping from the Mix tab. Otherwise, it will be necessary to lower faders in the Program Mix section and/or the USB Communications fader. Check the output meter often to verify that clipping does not appear on the meter.

Connecting to a DSP Processor

The USB Out is a digital level sent to the computer, so if your signal is optimal at this output, no attenuation should be needed. The AEC REF and Aux outs are intended to be sent to an external DSP processor. The MediaPort line level out is connected to the DSP processor line level in, and as long as the MediaPort max output level is the same or very similar to the DSP processor mix input level, little or no adjust to the MediaPort output level may be needed. This is also true of the MediaPort line output if connected to a DSP processor.

Connecting to an Amplifier

When the line output is connected to a sound reinforcement system, the amplifier of the sound system must be set to accommodate the output level of the MediaPort. If adjusting the amplifier input sensitivity instead of the MediaPort line output level, the Line Out attenuation control set to 0 dB will give the best signal to noise results. See section, Sound Reinforcement System on page 34 for more information.
External Processors

The gain structure principals for MediaPort 200 can be directly applied to an external processor such as a DSP matrix processor or hardware video codec. In either case, strong signal levels that approach but do not exceed clipping levels are considered optimal. Maintaining these signal levels can be expressed as keeping “unity gain” throughout the system. Proper gain structure will consistently maintain the best signal-to-noise ratio within and between devices.

Peak Meters in dBFS

If the external device uses the same type of metering as the MediaPort 200, then maintaining unity gain between devices becomes simpler. For instance, if the MediaPort line output has a maximum level at −10 dBFS, then set the line input of the external device to have a maximum level of −10 dBFS.

Some devices, however, may use a scale that matches a dBu scale, with the highest point being the maximum input or output level of that device, such as +20 dBu. Additionally, that meter may be a peak meter, or it may show an average or RMS value. It is important to identify the type of meters that the external device is using.

Peak Meters in dBu

If the device uses a dBu scale with peak meters, the math is fairly simple. If, for example, the MediaPort shows a maximum level of −10 dBFS (10 dB below clipping), and the external device has a scale with 20 dBu as the maximum level, then a meter level of +10 dBu (10 dB below clipping) on the external device would be unity gain.

RMS Meters in dBu

The conversion from peak to RMS is not as straightforward. “Crest factor” is the ratio of peak to RMS values, and for music it is considered to have a range of 4 to 10, which converts to 12 to 20 dB differential. Using the maximum crest factor (20 dB) as a safe level, a common calibration used is to match +4 dBu to −20 dBFS. This can be done using a sine wave from a signal generator, where a reading of −20 dBFS on the MediaPort should equal +4 dBu on an RMS meter. This can also be done visually using program material, comparing the peak and RMS meters at a specific point in time.

Sound Reinforcement System

A typical sound reinforcement system includes a power amplifier and speakers. In most cases, the input sensitivity of an amplifier has a maximum of +4 dBu. The max output of the MediaPort is +21 dBu, so attenuation of the amplifier input sensitivity is recommended. An input sensitivity of −12 to −17 dB on the amplifier should work well, but this may require testing the system and the fine-tuning the settings. The target SPL level for the application must also be taken into consideration.

The gain structure article referenced at the beginning of this section suggests an amplifier input setting of 12 o’clock, which usually falls in the aforementioned range. The 12 o’clock setting is convenient and, most importantly, easily repeatable, and therefore, highly recommended as a best practice.
Extron Warranty

Extron Electronics warrants this product against defects in materials and workmanship for a period of three years from the date of purchase. In the event of malfunction during the warranty period attributable directly to faulty workmanship and/or materials, Extron Electronics will, at its option, repair or replace said products or components, to whatever extent it shall deem necessary to restore said product to proper operating condition, provided that it is returned within the warranty period, with proof of purchase and description of malfunction to:
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This Limited Warranty does not apply if the fault has been caused by misuse, improper handling care, electrical or mechanical abuse, abnormal operating conditions, or if modifications were made to the product that were not authorized by Extron.

NOTE: If a product is defective, please call Extron and ask for an Application Engineer to receive an RA (Return Authorization) number. This will begin the repair process.

USA: 714.491.1500 or 800.633.9876
Asia: 65.6383.4400
Europe: 31.33.453.4040
Japan: 81.3.3511.7655

Units must be returned insured, with shipping charges prepaid. If not insured, you assume the risk of loss or damage during shipment. Returned units must include the serial number and a description of the problem, as well as the name of the person to contact in case there are any questions.

Extron Electronics makes no further warranties either expressed or implied with respect to the product and its quality, performance, merchantability, or fitness for any particular use. In no event will Extron Electronics be liable for direct, indirect, or consequential damages resulting from any defect in this product even if Extron Electronics has been advised of such damage.

Please note that laws vary from state to state and country to country, and that some provisions of this warranty may not apply to you.